WHAT’S NEW IN FANTINI’S TRADE SHOW
RECAP
FOR THE WEEK ENDING JULY 24, 2020

INTRODUCTION
This weekly report breaks down news and products that exhibitors have added to their
e-Booths in the past week and a link to each company’s virtual exhibit.
Visit these often as new products and announcements are posted daily.
Please feel free to share this recap and information with those you feel will benefit.
More information about Fantini’s Gaming Show and how you can become an exhibitor is
at the end of this report.

RECAP
Ainsworth and ROAR Digital announced that 20 of Ainsworth’s games can now be
played in New Jersey through online casinos BetMGM, Borgata and Party Casino.
In the agreement ROAR has exclusive rights to launch Ainsworth’s games across its
network.
ROAR Digital is the joint venture operation of GVC and MGM.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/9-ainsworth.html

Buzz Creative Group has outlined its 30 plus years of experience in the gaming and
hospitality businesses.
Through its creative branding, marketing and designs, Buzz works with your marketing
team and builds the best promotional needs for your specific company.
Every form of media is included from hangtags, print work, billboards, tv/radio
commercials and more. Buzz will work with you to collaborate every detail towards the
best ideas for all of your needed publicity.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/1774-buzz-creative-group-.html

GAN gave a financial update for June for online casinos and sports betting as provided
by the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board.
GAN is a supplier of internet gambling software solutions for US land-based casinos
and has developed GameSTACK, an internet software system. This technology is used
for real-money internet gambling, online sports betting and virtual simulated gaming.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/10-gan.html

GLI. In order to provide additional clarity and practices for interactive gaming systems,
GLI has revised its standards in GLI-19 Standards for Interactive Gaming Systems V3.0.
The new standards clarify technical requirements which are evaluated in the lab, and
operational controls and procedures that have on-site post-install evaluations.
GLI-19 can overlap with other technical standard requirements. It also includes security
testing for more efficient processes to monitor interactive gaming operations.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/216-gli.html

Inspired. In its first social gaming partnership, Inspired has launched online and mobile
sportsbook V-Play Plug & Play through social gaming platform FendOff Sports.
Through FendOff, 14 of Inspired’s virtual sports games will be launched, including
football, basketball, soccer, horse racing and car racing.
FendOff allows participants to play against other fans and pick winners of the games.
A subsidiary of Virtual Gaming Worlds, FendOff is available in 49 US states.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/13-inspired.html

Shark Trap has received certification from GLI for its Double Deck Shuffler.
Moving towards the next step, Shark Trap has selected two casinos in Colorado to
conduct live field trials. Installations will begin as soon as the state lifts the table game
restrictions that are currently in place due to COVID-19.
Shark Trap already has GLI certifications for its Single Deck, Double Deck and Novelty
Game shufflers.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/626-shark-trap-gaming-and-securitysystems.html

TransAct Technologies has a new agreement to supply its BOHA! Solutions with a
large regional convenience store operator.
To start, BOHA! will be installed in six of approximately 300 locations and will be added
to all of the others by the end of 2022.
TransAct has estimated a per unit per site total annual recurring revenue of at least
$500 each.
The same operator is also testing other BOHA! systems, including the BOHA! Terminal
and BOHA! Labeling SaaS app and the TransAct Enterprise Management System.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/532-transact-technologies.html

CURRENT EXHIBITORS

www.FantinisGamingShow.com

ABOUT FANTINI’S GAMING SHOW – BECOME AN EXHIBITOR
Fantini’s Gaming Show is a unique website that takes the trade show floor and moves
it online, where exhibitors can take advantage of presenting and selling products,
showcasing photos and video demos, as well as sharing any related news or events.
Fantini’s Gaming Show allows all companies – big and small – to exhibit alongside one
another while reaching so many executives and influential people in the gaming industry.
For information about the virtual trade show, rates, and how your company can become
an exhibitor contact: Dee Wild-Shyver at DWild@FantiniResearch.com.

Fantini’s Gaming Show is a division of Fantini Research, publisher of Fantini’s Gaming Report, Fantini’s
Public Policy Review, and the National Revenue Report, and more. www.FantiniResearch.com.
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Fantini’s Gaming Show is sponsored by GAN
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/10-gan.html

